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Abstract

Kape block Chain is revolutionizing the digital World by

bringing a new perspective to security efficiency and

stablility of systems and data. It has promise as an

approach to developing systems for a number of

applications within cyber security.

This Platform will enable the users to purchase and sale

products and services with cost efficient and zero

transaction fees in international market, this system will

provide easy and faster transaction along with more

profitable transactions.



KAPECHAIN
D I S C L A M E R S

This document is a whitepaper representing current

and future developments of Kape Chain platform and

our ecosystem ,this white paper is working document

and is subject to changes and errors. Any purchase or

use of Services from Kape Chain create a binding

agreement between the Kape Chain and the

user/purchaser. Block chain Technology has been

increasingly adopted in recent years and will certainly

be world wide in the near future. Keep chain is a P2P

digital currency that enables instant and zero cost

payments to anyone in the world. This technology

secures the network an empowers individuals control

their own financial transactions.



Introduction

Block Chain is a digital currency designed to work as a

medium of exchange through a computer network that is

not reliant on any central authority , such as government

or bank to uphold or maintain It. Kape’s Solution is cost

effective easy to understand and capable of delivering

the expectations of passive gain generations of a wide

and ever–growing pool of digital assets holders while

curtail risks . By using Double Native Layer(L1) kape

coin, the user are able to access a wide variety of

decentralized digital assests management services with

a computerized data base using strong cryptography to

secure transaction records



Motive of Kapechain

The main motive behind kape chain technology is to

provide zero transaction fee in the crypto world. In the

current scenario shopping in the international market is

difficult due to the multiple issues related to the

transaction cost in the centralized payment system.

Kape block chain will act as an investment pool for many

people to earn more and more return and profits of the

holiday of the block chain in the future, with this network

investors can earn more ande more benefits profit in

return for holiding then as assests. Kape chain is a

transaction based cryptocurrency for dealing different

commodities and services around the global market to

reduce the burden of different fluctuating transactions

charges for shopping in the international market. .



Why Choose KAPE Token

Kape chain is a remarkable cryptographic achievement

and the ability to create something that is not duplicable

in the digital world

1. 0 Transaction fees - We are not charging any cost 

for any transaction, The whole world is free from 

transaction charges.

2. Faster Settlement - An efficient and convenient 

trading system with rapid deposit and withdrawal 

service, With 1 million transaction every second.

3. Secured Transaction - Kape Block Chain Protects 

your funds both centralized and decentralized 

methods.



4- Reliability - Kape Block Chain is ideal for delivering 

the information stored on an immutable ledger that can 

be accessed only by permissioned network member.

Kape Chain Technology :

Kapechain provides tokens for the users and it is the

first block chain providing zero transaction fee with its

higher performance it covers one million of

transaction every second and working with advance

technologies in the international market



1- Distributed ledger - All network participants have

access to the distributed ledger and its immutable

record of transactions. With this shared ledger,

transactions are recorded only once, eliminating the

duplication of effort that’s typical of traditional

business networks.

3- Greater security - all validated transactions are 

immutable because they are recorded permanently. 

No one, not even a system administrator, can delete a 

transaction.

2- Immutable Records - If a transaction record

includes an error, a new transaction must be added to

reverse the error, and both transactions are then

visible. No participant can change or tamper with a

transaction after it’s been recorded to the shared

ledger.



Application of Kape Block chain

1 - Enhanced Security - Kape block chain is better than

any other record – keeping system when it comes to

security by all standards. Information is stored across a

network of computers rather than a single server, making

it difficult for hackers to view data.

3 - Cost Reduction - First block chain with zero transaction 

fees in the metaverse,kape block chain eliminates the need 

for third-parties it saves the enormous cost. 

2 - Great Efficiency - Traditional Paper work are time

consuming and prone to human error. Kape block chain

can streamline and discipline these legacy methods and

remove the risk of mistake.



How it works ?

Kape block Chain performs user transaction without any

third – party intermediatry .

• An authorized participant inputs a transactions, which 

must be authenticated by the technology.

• That action creates a block that represents that 

specific transaction or data.

• The block is sent to every computer node in the 

network. 

• Authorized nodes verify the transaction and add the 

block to the existing block chain.

• The Update is distributed across the network, which 

finalizes the transaction. 



TOKENOMICS

0xc62e15f6b3026be54d892230

59788c76dd15d7f7

BEP20

https://bscscan.com/address/0xc62e15f6b3026be54d89223059788c76dd15d7f7


3 - Wealth building is a Marathon - Not a sprint: We

don’t believe in day trading or speculating as viable

ways to build long-term wealth, so we build kape

chain to do that. Kape chain can be a great

companion to other investing apps, but if you’re only

looking to day trade, you’ll have better luck

elsewhere.

4 - Fees and expenses in the investment

industry are too high - We’re committed to driving

them to zero through the smart and innovative use

of technology and automation. Every dollar you

don’t pay in fees is another dollar in your pocket, to

spend or further compound for your future.



OUR VISION:

The main vision of Kapechain is to provide zero

transaction fee and does not fluctuate from country

to country. Kape block chain aims to cover one

million of transaction every second , Kapechain is a

global digital cryptocurrency that you can use to

purchase or sell from any country or anywhere in the

world. It all costs zero transactions than a traditional

bank per transaction and no currency exchange is

required.



We Believe

1- Finance is like fitness - There is no magic pill or

button that will give you the results you want quickly.

You need a plan and you need to be diligent about

following it to make long-lasting change. Following a

committed approach of buying, regularly investing

in, and holding ownership of a diverse and balanced

set of investments for a long period of time is one of

the best ways to wealth.

2- The Hope for a Better World ape block chain

tech have the potential to advance more than just

the world of finance. Kape chain have been

described as a transformative technology that could

revolutionize a number of industries.



ROADMAP

Kape block chain platform is aiming to launch ICO with

the better upgradation of Block chain network. Since

kape block chain technology is relatively new, there is

need to research potential application in various

markets.
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